Staff News

Departures:
1/7 Bengt Söderström leaves as Prefekt and the Department

Arrival:
1/6 Stefan Lanz visits for 18 months the theoretical high energy physics group

Visitors:
15 - 30/8 Serena Repetto will be visiting Astronomy

Absences/Trips by Staff of the Department

8 - 19/7 Bo Söderberg will be in Bangkok, Thailand, for the annual International Physics Olympiad, IPhO 2011, as a leader for the Swedish team of five high school students
12 - 13/7 Sofia Feltzing attends the ESO E-ELT SWG in Garching
13 - 15/7 Johan Bijnens in Vienna for a FWF review meeting
23/7 - 14/8 Alexey Bobrick participates in Nordita research program "Dynamo, Dynamical Systems and Topology" in Stockholm
25 - 29/7 Henrik Hartman attends 'From Atoms to Stars' conference, Oxford, UK
1 - 5/8 Anders Johansen lectures at IMPRS summer school in Heidelberg
1 - 12/8 Torbjörn Sjöstrand attends Theory Institute on LHC Physics at CERN, Geneva
10 - 13/8 Melvyn B. Davies, Ross Church, and Alexey Bobrick attends the 'Explosive Ideas about Massive Stars - from Observations to Modeling' conference, Stockholm
20/8 - 3/9 Thomas Bensby attends the "Galactic bulge and bar" workshop in Aspen
20/8 - 12/9 Sofia Feltzing attends the "Galactic bulge and bar" workshop in Aspen
23 - 24/8 Lennart Lindegren is in Brussels for ELSA student Ester Pasquato's thesis examination
25/8 -12/9 Nils Ryde attends the "Galactic bulge and bar" workshop in Aspen

Important dates and Events

29 - 31 The yearly biblioteksjakten for new students will visit us